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The unforgettable, unidentified history of colors and the vivid stories in it in a lovely multi-colored
volume which makes a perfect holiday gift“ .s fluorescent pink) into a unique study of human
being civilization.Beautifully written . Filled with anecdotes and fascinating analysis, this elegant
compendium provides all the answers.” s blue period to the charcoal on the cave wall space in
Lascaux, acid yellow to kelly green, and from scarlet women to imperial purple, these surprising
tales run such as a bright thread throughout history.— Across fashion and politics, artwork and
war, the trick lives of color inform the vivid tale of our culture. From blonde to ginger, the brown
that changed just how battles were fought to the white that guarded against the plague,
Picasso’—In this book, Kassia St.compedium will keep you bathed in the gorgeous optics of light.s
chrome yellow sunflowers or punk’ .Greatest Books of 2017The Key Lives of Color tells the
uncommon stories of seventy-five amazing shades, dyes and hues.“This passionate and
majestic  Clair has switched her lifelong obsession with colours and where they come from
(whether Van Gogh’” NPR, Elle
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A Quirky History of Color I'm a brief history buff so this reserve caught my attention and I was not
disappointed, the author gives each color a short 2-3 page background an added bonus is each
page of the color has a band down the medial side of that color, there are several colors I've
never heard about before, so that history was interesting and it uses in art explains why the artist
were so exacting in their craft, so if off beat history books are your thing, I recommend getting
this publication. I’m quickly amused by web page after page of tones of the same color and a
description about where that color came from. Each explanation is a full page and a half or more,
but each one did the best thing that an writer can do- make the reader want to find out more.
Astonishing analysis and fun to know. This is such a fun, original, fascinating book. I really like
color and design, and got this as a Christmas present. It's an interesting cross between a
reference book and coffee table publication - you could definitely leave it out in your living room,
but it's not therefore big that you can't read it in bed. Enjoyable read Beautiful book about colors.
Having the histories and associations of the most "colorful" colors is so fun, and the re-
readability is fantastic. I would recommend! This book is so interesting and completely
fascinating. I'm a self-proclaimed Chromophile. You can pick it up and flip through it and read
whatever passions you or you can read it color chapter by chapter. I was pleasantly surprised by
this book. Awesome coffee table book! The information originates from art background, of
program, but also includes military history (who knew Lord Mountbatten had a camouflage color
called after him? I liked it.Each page gets the color positioned on the advantage, and an
anecdotal description and history of each color or shade.). archaeology (Neolithic paintings with
a explanation of the color palette used by stone age people) and chemistry (who knew that a few
of the chemical ways to make shades were so complicated or lengthy to full? I will appearance
fwd to seeing other books by this writer. The old description of good writing, that it's "for
provocation instead of information", is accomplished right here, since the reader is certainly
provoked to find out more. While it might have helped for top level to bottom movement, it did
nothing for side to side movement. This book is indeed interesting! general humanities
collections, and senior high school libraries. I love it!); WONDERFUL, FASCINATING, READABLE
Totally fascinating book. IT'S A WONDERFUL BOOK that many performers, craftspeople and
others want as a gift. Color me Surprised! You get yourself a college education ever sold and
geography along with pigment history by reading it, however it is extremely conversationally
created.this book came in a more substantial box with some AIRplus packaging material.
Packaging feedback Room for packaging feedback. Essential to poets and authors, and also
anyone fascinated by color. So glad I did. Beautiful, sensual book with riveting portraits of colors
Absolutely gorgeous. I really like it. Beautiful book - inside and out I rarely write reviews, but this
publication stood out from my recent purchases. I purchased this as something special for a
friend who is into painting and, as a person who is not artistically inclined, I was amazed. The
stories are genuinely interesting, and I came across myself (cautiously) flipping through them
before wrapping the publication up. I just collect and read a lot of books dealing with
creativeness in a wide selection of press and eras. Externally, the binding is excellent, and the
edges of the chapters are in the respective colors - a nice touch that makes the book stick out.
Highly recommended Wonderfully entertaining, informative, fun, thoughtful book GREAT, fun,
entertaining, informative, lively book. After that read other tales about this color or another. I am
an artist, photographer, teacher and even more.I've many books on color, and tons of art
background books. Definitely not the cliche-y articles I was expecting. So many books I have
little room nor money for just one more art book. I lusted because of this for months, after
searching at it first at library. They are charmingly told, informative, and interesting. I don't paint,



I knit and garden and see color let me give you.This is so fun to randomly open and read. If you
love color, history, lifestyle, how people resided and thought relating to color, you cannot perform
better than this book! A great go-to publication, for re-reading, for light reading, for whatever.I
must say i admire the writer for all her analysis. Her writing is certainly conversational and
delightful. Not a good book for reading in a single seated, but it is a good travel publication or
one for reading with frequent interruptions (in short, a good bathroom book). We should not take
shades for granted! Each color has a background which covers just a full page or two. I made an
Amazon order and had to toss this in. Great present for a budding artist, a grandchild, or a pal
who loves to dive into something brief but worth knowing! Unique, beautiful book! The outside
margin of every page has a broad full size sample of the discussed color. The author’s narrative
connecting a color to create, taste, economics, research, and security is thought provoking.
Excellent writer! Blessings Very cool coffee table book! art libraries and selections; Every color
you should possibly imagine is explained and interpreted with their traditional context. I wasn't
expecting quite definitely, but was amazed by the depth of study in each one of the colors shown
here. Fun for artsy dorks I loved this book. It really is a keeper. I'm having such a good time
reading this book.!.. Fascinating!Recommended for bigger libraries with reference sections;
Consequently the corners of the reserve became curved from banging into the sides of the
container throughout its journey. Think about using padded envelopes? Excellent book and item
arrived way promptly! Also for all the enthusiasts and fans of the world of colors! Definitely a
must-have book for artists and professionals who need color simply because base because of
their work.. Four Stars Very great book, it could be utilized in courses in History of Tradition and
Semantics. It's beautiful, and I like the simple design. It helped spark my imagination during a
summer lull.
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